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Spatially Distributed
Queues

Armed with the tools of probabilistic modeling, geometrical probability, and
queueing theory, we are now prepared to study in more detail spatially ~is-
tributed urban service systems. These systems include emergency services
(e.g., police, fire, ambulance, emergency repair), door-to-door pickup and
delivery services (e.g., mail delivery, solid waste collection), neighborhood
service centers (e.g., outpatient clinics, "little city halls," libraries, social work
agencies), and transportation services (e.g., bus and subway services, taxicab
services, "dial-a-ride" systems).

Most of these service systems share the following characteristics:

1. Elements of uncertainty appear in the time, location, and perhaps
duration (or amount) of required service,

2. The spatial structure of the city plays a key role in the way service is
provided. Particularly important are the spatial distribution of ser-
vice requirements and the city's transit characteristics from point to
point.

3.. ln the provision of service, congestion is likely to arise in various
forms. This is due to the uncertainties in service requirements and
the finite amount of resources dedicated to any particular service.

The uncertainties give rise to the need for a probabilistic analysis. The spatial
nature ofthe problem often requires tools of geometrical probability (or more
standard probabilistic analysis in a geometrical setting~. Congestion o.ften
requires a queueing type of analysis. Thus the name of this chapter=-spatially
distributed .queues.
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In an urban setting, a spatial\y distributed queue is one in which the
customers andjor servers are distributed over the city (or part of the city).
Either the customer travels to the server for service or the server travels to
the customer. The service may be provided "on the scene" (e.g., at a residence,
at the scene of an emergency), at a service facility (e.g., clinic or social service
center), or over a route (e.g., a bus route or path of a taxicab). Sometimes
service may' consist of a combination of these, as with emergency medical
services. Table 5-1 contains several examples of spatially distri buted queues
found in a city.

Most spatially distributed queues are multiserver systems, so in analyzing
these systems we must confront the complexities inherent in multiserver
models. Moreover, unlike most multiserver queues analyzed so far, spatially
distributed queues have distinguishable servers, each with different operating
characteristics (such as different workloads and mean service times). So the
state depiction of spatial\y distributed queues must retain the identities of
busy and available servers.

5.1 SERVER-TO-CUSTOMER SYSTEMS

As seen in Chapter 4, the number of queueing models (even with indistin-
guishable servers) is enormous. Each apparently minor change in assumptions
can bring about a host of new analytical problems, thus requiring new analy-
siso This problem is much more severe in a spatial setting where the spatial
distribution of servers andjor customers adds to the already nearly limitless
number of possible system configurations and operating rules. Thus, we are
motivated to choose a representative class of urban spatial queueing systems
to illustrate the methods and approaches involved in a spatial setting.

ln selecting a class of models our objectives are fivefold:

1. To demonstrate the linkage between the geometrical probability con-
cepts of Chapter 3 and the queueing concepts of Chapter 4.

2. To maintain analytical tractability, at least for small numbers of
servers.

3. To illustrate how a complicated urban environment can be modeled
in a queueing framework and analyzed numerically on the computer.

4. To illustrate the derivation ofsimple rules ofthumb, based on "back-
of-the-envelope" calculations.

5. To select a model that has been used in cities to affect policy deci-
sions.

Fortunately, all of these objectives can be satisfied by selecting from the
class of "demand-responsive" queueing systems that operate as follows:
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I. Requests for service (customers) are generated as a Poisson process
in time from throughout the city or part of the city.

2. In response to each request, either

TABLE 5-1 Typical spatially distributed queueing systems in a city.

Customer Server

Plausible
Service Discipline

Queueing
Loca lion(s)

Queueing
Delay

Taxicab
rider

Tabicab

Refuse collec-
tion truck

Homeowner
seeking
refuse col-
lection

Person in need Emergency
of emergency vehicle(s)
service

User of urban
recreational
facility

Recipient of
social
services

The facility
(e.g .• tennis
court)

Social workers
or equivalent

Broken water
main

Emergency
repair crew

Vehicle in
need of
repair

Vehicle repair
crew

Person seeking Clinic personnel
outpatient
clinic services

Rider awaiting Bus
a bus

Police officer Radio channel
awaiting a
radio channel

Potential user Dial-a-ride
of "dial-a- vehicle
ride"

Spatially dis- Time until cab
tributed arrives
throughout a
city

Private residences Time until
throughout a pick up
city

Spatially dis-
tributed
throughout a
city

At the recrea-
tional facility

Time until
arrival of
emergency
vehicle

Time until use

Private domiciles Time until
throughout a arrival
city

Spatially distrib-
uted (usually
underthe
streets of a
city)

At the repair
shop (or spa-
tially distrib-
uted if totally
inoperable)

At the clinic

Bus stops along
the route

Police cars
throughout
the city

Spatially distrib-
uted through-
out a city

Time until
arrival

Time until
repair

Time until
service

Time until bus
arrival

Time until
channel is
obtained

Time until
vehicle
arrival

Some combination of
FCFS and
"closest available
cab"

"Round robin"

FCFS by priority
leveI (within each
geographic
region)

FCFS or prior
scheduling·
(reservations)

Some combination
of round-robin
and demand-
responsive FCFS

FCFS by priority
leveI (subject to
geographic
constraints)

FCFS

FCFS

Bulk service upon
arrival of serve r

Random (SIRO)

Some combination
ofFCFS and
"closest caller"
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a. a mobile server (caUed service unit or response unit) is assigned
(dispatched) to travei to the custo me r and provide on-scene ser-
vice (and perhaps related off-scene service)

or

b. the customer travels to a nearby service facility to obtain ser-
.)

vice.

The first type of system, caIled a server-to-customer system, could be an
emergency service system, for instance police, fire, ambulance, or emergency
repair; a social service system involving demand-responsive home visits, for
instance by a social worker, physician, or practical nurse; or a demand-
responsive delivery system, delivering for instance parcels, pizzas, or parts
for auto mobiles. The second type of system, calIed a customer-to-server sys-
tem, could correspond to outpatient clinics, police precinct stations, "littIe
city haIls," libraries, and so on.

Typically, the geometrical considerations are quite similar for the two
types of systems, but their queueing characteristics are not. In both types of
system, server proximity plays a key role, typicalIy with the closest server
being the one utilized. However, in the server-to-customer system, the fact
that the first preferred (usualIy closest) serve r is busy does not necessarily
imply a queueing delay for the customer; instead, server cooperation or
workload sharing would usuaIly result in the assignment of a nearby backup
server. Thus, customers can have the dual benefits of a "neighborhood" server
for most service requests and the small queueing delays associated with mul-
tiserver queues due to workload sharing. In the customer-to-server system,
the customer is not likely to travei to the second or third closest service
facility, even if such a policy would reduce the total time until service; this is
due primarily to a lack of real-time knowledge of the queueing situation at
each facility plus the fact that many neighborhood service systems aIlow use
of only one service center (i.e., no planned workload sharing).

Because of the "standard" operating behavior of the custorner-to-server
system, most of the queueing techniques of Chapter 4 apply directly, perhaps
modified due to geometrical considerations. However, the workload sharing
nature of server-to-customer systcms make them particularly attractive to
study-and this wiI1 be our choice in this chapter. Most of the models we

. will examine wiI1 require further assumptions, which limit their applicability
across the class of server-to-customer systems.

Our tour of servcr-to-customer queucing models procccds Irorn single-
server models (applying the theory of M/G/I queues); to simple two-servcr
models, in which closed-form expressions can be obtained; to N-server
models that may be analytically tractable or, more likely, require computcr
solution; to "infinite" or many-server models. We wilI find that this selection
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of models will fulfill each of our five objectives for the chapter. Several of the
known extensions to this work are developed as problems at the end of the
chapter. Given the vast number of urban problems that can be usefully
approached from a queueing theory poi nt of view, the results to date represent
just a beginning. We expect this area of applied queueing theory to be a
fertile one for research in the years ahead. For convenience, symbols fre-
quently used in this chapter are collected together in Table 5-2.

5.2 USING THE MIG/1 MODEL

Perhaps the simplest type of server-to-customer queueing system is a single-
serve r system. Here requests for service are geographically distributed
throughout the service region. The service unit may be prepositioned at a
fixed location when idle or free, or it may be mobile (such as a patrolling
police car). The unit is dispatched to service requests as they arrive, and
queued requests are handled according to some queue discipline (such as
FCFS). Service time consists of time to traveI to the scene of the service
request, on-scene service time, and perhaps follow-up off-scene time.

This type of system can often be modeled accurately employing the stand-
ard M/G/I mode!. A detailed example of this type of application was
developed in Chapter 4 for the case of an ambulance service. However, some-
times the M/Gil model does not apply exactJy because of its assumption of
independent, identically distributed service times. In particular, for a service
that only provides on-scene service (and no follow-up off-scene service) the
time to service the first customer in a busy period may be different from the
time to service the remaining customers.

We can see this in an emergency repair contexto Suppose that an emer-
gency repair unit (when idle) is dispatched from its home location to the
scene of a required repair; the total service time random variable is the sum
of the traveI time from the home location to the repair site plus the on-scene
time. During this first service time, a second repair request may occur,
requiring a back-to-back assignment of the repair unit ;' in this case the unit
would travei directly from its first repair site (a random location) to the
second site. The total service time in this second case would be traveI time
from one random location to another plus the on-scene service time. Since
the traveI-time random variable would differ from the traveI-time random
variable for the first repair, so would the total service time be different.
Assuming a FCFS queue discipline, any other service times during that one
busy period would be distributed identically to the service time experienced
by the second customer. A slight dependence of successive service times

IWe assume that the likelihood of a dispatch occurring during travei back to the home
location is negligibly small.
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TABlE 5-2 Spatial queues: frequently used symbols.

N
1/

Pa
P'a

Pisa

fll!
"}

f12!
.}

).}

'r/}

I.}

Ta
T}
b,
B
w(B)
v(B)
Po,
I.}
Q(N, p,j)

G}.

System-wide average arrival rate of (potential) customers
System-wide average utilization factor (i.e., average fraction of time
servers are busy)
Number of servers in the system

)System-wide average arrival rate of (potential) customers divided by
total avaiJable system-wide service rate (= p for infinite-capacity un-
saturated system)
Total number of geographical atoms or cells (or, in network terms,
nodes or vertices)
System-wide average travei time
Fraction of ali responses that assign a unit to other than its primary
response area
Steady-state probabiJity that a queue of positlve length exists
Steady-state probabiJity that a randomly arriving customer incurs a posi-
tive queue delay before entering service = steady-state probability that
ali N servers are simultaneously busy
Steady-state probabiJity that a particular M/M/N model is in state
S/ == "i customers in the systern"
Average total service time of server (unit) n
Average utilization factor of server (unit) n
Fraction of answered service requests that take server n to geographical
atomj
Fraction of ali answered service requests that send unit n. to atomj and
incur no queue delay
Fraction of ali answered service requests that send unit n to atomj and
incur a positive queue delay
The average arrival rate of (potential) customers from atom j
Mean travei time from atom j to atomj
Mean time for unit 11, when available, to travei to atom j
Mean travei time to a random service request that is delayed in queue
Average travei time to atom j
State of server n (= 0, for "free" or = 1, for "busy")
A systern state (bN, bN_I, •.. , bd
Weight of B, or the number of busy servers in state B [w(B) = L;.b.J
Index value of state B [v(Bd = k]
Steady-state probability that the system is in state Bk
ProbabiJity that server n is located in atom j while available or idle
Correction factor for N server, infinite capacity system, when attempting
to assign the (j + 1)st preferred server
Net rate at which server Il is assigned to customers
Rate at which server n, when free or available, is assigned to custorners
Time average rate at which a server is assigned to customers who have
incurred a positive queue delay
Set of geographical atoms for which server Il is thejth preferred dispatch
alterna tive
Identification number of thejth preferred serve r for atom a
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arises from the fact that one service time begins at the geographicallocation
at which its immediate predecessor ends. However, as examples will indicate,
this dependence is usually small enough to ignore in most applications.

In the situation described above, the M/G/l model "almost fits," with the
exception that the first service time during a busy period is different from all
remaining service times. Odoni has analyzed such a modified M/G/l queue in
detail and, using transform methods, has developed expressions for the mean
number in queue and the mean waiting time [ODON 69]. The results are
summarized as follows:
Let

SI' 0";. = expected value and variance, respectively, of the first
service time in a busy period

S2' 0";, = expected value and variance, respectively, of the second
and all succeeding service times in a busy period

À = customer average arrival rate

Then we require, for steady state to exist,

Given this condition, we have

p = 1 - Po = fraction oftime server is busy (5.1)

ÀS\
1 - À(S2 - SI)

L = + ~2 _ [0";. + S; + À[S\(a;1+ Sl) - S2(0";. + S;)]]
p l-À(S2-SI) 2(1-ÀS2).

(5.2)

LW=-y (5.3)

Wq = W - expected service time of a random customer

- - S\= W - (PoS\ + (1 - PO)S2) = W - 1_ À(S2_ SI)

L, = ÀWq

(5.4)

(5,5)

Paralleling the standard M/G/l queue, these results indicate that for this
modified M/G/l queue, the mean wait and mean number in line depend on
the two service-time distributions only through their means and variances. If
these means are equal and if the variances are equal, the result reduces to
the standard M/G/I resulto Vou might try some limiting cases of parameter
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values to gain additional insight into the behavior of this modified M/G/l
queue; a structured way of doing this is outlined in Problem 5.1.

It is not difficult to propose additional modifications to queue behavior
to arrive at a virtualIy intractable mode!. For instance, the solution for the
M/G/I queue is not known for the case in which the queue discipline is "dis-
patch to the closest waiting customer." This is because successive service
times are not independent, as drscussed in Chapter 7.

5.3 TWO-UNIT MODEL (ZERO UNE CAPACITY)

Like the single-server model, analytical results can be obtained for a two-
serve r model of a server-to-customer spatialIy distributed queueing system.
Moreover, a two-server model is the simplest model incorporating coopera-
tive interaction (workload sharing) between servers. This type of interaction
is generalized to N servers with the hypercube model (to be discussed in the
next section).

The two-server model to be discussed here was original1y analyzed in
1972 by Carter, Chaiken, and Ignall [CART 72], and by Larson and Steven-
son [LARS 72].

5.3.1 Restrictions on Service Time
and Queueing Behavior

As we will see, as we proceed frorn 1 to 2 to N servers, the restrictions we
must place on the service-time distribution beco me more and more severe.
With this N = 2 model, we assume that the two servers have the same
(general) service-time distribution with mean 1/u, Successive service times
must represent independent samples from this distribution, independent of
the history of the system, its current state, the identity of the responding unit,
or the location of the service request. Thus, unlike the M/G/l model (or its
modification in the previous section), the N = 2 model cannot explicitly
inc1ude variations in service times due solely to variation, say, in customer
location or server identity. This does not mean that travei time must be
ignored in the service time. To the contrary, the mean service time can be set
equal to the sum of the estimated mean travei time (estimated prior to the
analysis), the on-scene time, and any related off-scene folIow-up time. After
analysis, mean travei time is a model-computed performance measure; if
there is a discrepancy between the estimated and the computed mean travei
times, the computed mean traveI time should be used to revise the model's
mean service time parameter and the analysis should be performed again
with the revised value. This iterative procedure, called mean service-time
calibration, usualIy converges very quickly (typically one or two iterations).
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After calibration, the mean travei time assumed in computing mean service
time agrees with that computed by the model. Throughout the following
model development, we wilJ assume that such calibration has occurred.

One additional price we pay for a general service-tirne distribution (rather
than, say, an exponential distribution) is that no queue is allowed to formo
That is, customers that appear when both units are busy are not serviced by
the N = 2 system. We suppose that, in reality, they are handled by some
backup system (such as a police department backing up an ambulance ser-
vice). If we had desired a queue of arbitrary length to be allowed, we would
have to restrict further our service-time assumption, requiring the distribution
to be negative exponential. This is another example of how an apparently
simple modification of a queue's operating behavior can change markedly
the ease or difficulty of analyzing the queue.

5.3.2 General Model

We consider a region B served by two response units, unit 1 and unit 2.
Each unit, while not busy at a service request, is located at a fixed home loca-
tion or facility. The system operates in the following way:

1. If Xis any subset of B, we assume that service requests arrive in X
according to a Poisson process with para meter À(X), with arrivals in
any two disjoint subsets being independent.

2. The region is partitioned into two primary response areas, area 1
comprising the set A and area 2 comprising the set B - A. Requests
for service arrive from area 1 with rate À(A) = ÀI and from area 2
with rate À(B - A) = À2• Set À = ÀI + À2•

3. If an area n service request arrives when both units are available, it is
served by unit n, n = 1, 2.

4. If an area n service request arrives when exact1y one unit is available,
it is served by the available unit, n = 1,2.

5. If an area n service request arrives when neither unit is available, the
request is lost. As discussed above, this assumption usually irnplies
that the request is handled by some backup service system.

6. The system is operating in the steady state.

7. The service times for ali service requests are identically distributed
with a Iinitc average 1/u, independent of the history or the state of
the system at arrival, the location of the request, and the identity of
the serving unit.
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Each server can be in one of two states: O, corresponding to available or
free; and 1, corresponding to busy servicing a request. There are thus 22

system states, as follows:

00: both units are available

01: unit 1 is busy and unit 2 is available
I

10: unit 1 is free and unit 2 is busy

11: both units are busy

(Note that the status of unit n is given by the nth digit from the right in the
binary-state depiction.) As we will see in the next section, the binary-state
classification extends in a natural way to N servers, in which case the system
has 2N states.

The state-transition diagram for this four-state process is shown in Figure
5.1. While the steady-state probabilities do not depend on the exact form of

System
saturation

state
State of

unit 2
À -•...

11)( 10, .,
11.

À2 11. 11. À

11.

~ 00 ~ .lo...
State ofT ÀI unit I

Systern idle
state

FIGURE 5.1 State-transition diagram for a two-
serve r mode!.

the service time distribution [CHAI 73], we will assume negative exponential
service times, in order to write the equilibrium equations of balance in accor-
dance with the procedures of Chapter 4:

1. Conservation of flow about state 00

(5.6)

2. Conscrvation of fíow about state 01

(5.7)
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3. Conservation of flow about state 11

(5.8)

4. Sum of probabilities

Poo + POI + PIO + PII = 1 (5.9)

Substituting (5.8) into (5.6) yields

(5.10)

Substituting (5.10) into (5.7) yields

P _ POOÀI + PII _ ÀI + À2f2fi. P
01 - À + fi. - À + fi. 00

By symmetry we must have

Finally, substitution into (5.9) yields (after some manipulation)

I
Poo = 1 + À/fi. + À2/2fi.2

We notice that Poo is the same as peSo} in an M/M/2 system with no waiting
space. This is just what we expect: the two-server system that we are analyz-
ing is simply an M/M/2 system with distinguishable servers with no waiting
space. Defining 11= À/2fi., 111= ÀI/ fi. , 112= À2/ fi. , we have for the state prob-
abilities

I
Poo = 1 + 211+ 2112

_ 111+ 2112
P o I - 1 + 211 Po o

_ 112+ 2112
PIO - 1 + 211 Poo

PII = 2112Poo

(S.l l a)

(5.llb)

(5.llc)

(5.lld)

We define the workload of unit n to be the steady-state probability that
unit n is servicing a request, and we denote it by P •. Clearly,

(5.12a)

(5. I2b)
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The difference in workload Ap, which is a measure of the extent to which
one unit works harder than the other, is thus

Ap=lp -p I=PooI111-1121
1 2 1 + 211

Another quantity of interest is
I

(5.13)

1.1= fraction of answered service requests that take
unit n to response are a j

This "interarea dispatch frequency" aIlows us to compute mean traveI times.
Define

T.( C) _ average time for unit n to traveI to a service request
in region C

t(C) = average system-wide traveI time, assuming that unit 1's
primary response area is the region C

Then, for instance, T.(B) is the average traveI time ir every serviced request
(in B) is answered from location n. Since region A is unit 1's primary response
area, the average system-wide traveI time to serviced requests can be written

How do we obtain the In/s? Invoking an argument of Chapter 2, con-
sider a long time interval T. In the steady state, the average total number of
requests serviced is (1 - P Il)ÀT; the average number of requests that take
unit 1 to region 2, for instance, is equal to À2T multiplied by the fraction of
time the system is in state PIO' Thus, the fraction of alI serviced requests
arriving in T that take unit I to area 2 is

(5.15)

In a similar manner, we find that

I11 = (I _Àpll)Â. (Poo + PIO)

Â.
lu = (1 _ .fI i)Â. o.. + r,I)

121 = (I _Â.PII)Â.POI (5.16c)

(5.16a)

(5.16b)
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Substituting (5.15) and (5.16) into (5.14), we obtain for the mean travei time,

- 1
T(A) = 1 _ P [PloTI(B) + POIT2(B)]

li

+ À.(1~oPII)[À.ITI(A) + À.2T2(B - A)] (5.17)

This formula can be used to calculate mean travei time for any proposed
primary response areas A and B - A.

5.3.3 Nonhomogeneous Rectangular City
Example

We consider as an example the rectangular city shown in Figure 5.2.
This city runs 2 miles east-west and 1 mile north-south with an X-Y coordi-
nate system centered at the city center. TraveI time is assumed to be propor-
tional to travel distance; the travel distance between any two points (XI' YI)
and (xJ' YJ) is given by the Manhattan metric,

The home location for unit 1 is XI = +0.75, YI = 0.0 and for unit 2 is X2 =
-0.25, Y2 = 0.0. Requests for service are unevenly distributed, with fully
50 percent of the requests distributed uniformly over the region east of
facility 1 (x > 0.75). The remaining half of the requests for service are dis-
tributed uniformly over the rest ofthe city (x < 0.75). Since the high-demand
region is [0.75 < X < 1.0}, the system planner located facility 1 at x = 0.75,
since (s)he desired response unit 1 to be near the high-dernand region while
not sacrificing too greatly system-wide travei time. The city-wide arrival rate
of requests for service is À. = t per service time unit; since we are measuring
time in service time units, we set J1, = 1.

It is decided that the primary response areas for the two units will be
determined by a boundary line located a distance w west of facility 1 (and
I - w east of facility 2). We assume that O < w < 1. Requests occurring
west of the boundary line will be assigned to unit 2, if available, and requests
occurring east of the line will be assigned to unit 1, if available. Thus, the set
A corresponds to [(x, y) E B: x > 0.75 - w} and B - A corresponds to
{(x, y) E B: x < 0.75 - w}. In measuring travel times, we will only con-
sider east-west travel, since north-south travei (which averages * mi per
response) is not dependent on w. For the convenience of working directly
with Figure 5.2, and not having to divide by travel speed, we deal directly
with trave! distances rather than trave! times. This is perfectly appropriate
since in this example the two are !inearly related (we assume, of course, that
response speed is sufficiently great so that total service time is dominated by
on-scene time).
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y

Response area A

Response area B-A

FIGURE 5.2 Two-server example.

Using the general formulas given above, we arrive at expressions as func-
tions of w for Pn' Tn(B), TI(A), and T2(B - A) (see Table 5-3). As just indi-
cated, the traveI time formulas are providing mean travei distances in this
case. These functions behave as we expect. For instancc, 111 = À.1 grows
linearly with w, whereas 112 = À.2 decreases linearly with w. The mean intra-
response area traveI times are nonlinear functions of w, with the two limiting
conditions (w = O and w = 1) checking with our intuition. As we might
expect, T 2(B) = H is greater than TI (B) = t since facility 2 is located rela-
tively far from the high-demand region, 0.75 < x ~ 1.0.

Equal-travel-time boundary fine. A most sensible partitioning of the city into
the two primary response areas would entail setting w = ti equidistant from
facilities 1 and 2, yielding response areas Aw_I/2 and B - Aw-I/2• With such a
partitioning, requests are always assigned to the closest available unit, thereby
minimizing the "imrnediate cost of response," where cost is measured by
mean trave! time. One might think that such a policy would minimize overall
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TABLE 6-3 Quantities related to travei times in the two-server example.

Unit 2

1f1 = ~ = 11= ~ (! - ;)
11

T1(B) = 14

T (B - A) = 1-[Hi)2 + H1 - W)2]
2 7! - w/7

4 25
P2 = 9.97(3211 + 25) + 97

Unit 1

1f1 = !!. = II = ~(1 + 4w)
li 8 7

1
TI(B) = 2

_i+ ,w2
TI(A) - 1 + 4wj7

4 25
PI = 9.97(32.1.2 + 25) + 97

General Quantities of Interest

32 4 4 25Poo = 97' PIO = 9.9i32.1.2 + 25), Po I = 9.97(32.1.1 + 25), PII = 97

In this table TI ( ) and Tl ( ) are given terms of travei distances.

system mean traveI time. Substituting ali the numerical values describing
this problem into (5.17), we obtain the system mean traveI time,

T(A",_ 112) = 0.46246

The corresponding workloads are

PI = 0.49010

P2 = 0.43773

yielding a workload imbalance

I PI - P21 = 0.05236

Alternative boundary line, If we believe that w = t yields mmimum
system-wide mean traveI time, we should be able to verify that by differentia-
tion of T with respect to w. That is, solving the equation dTjdw = O in terms
of w should yield the optimal value for w, implying minimum mean traveI
time. (Of course, we must be careful to assure that O < w < 1 and that
d2Tjdw2 > O, implying that a minimum rather than a maximum is obtained.)

The differentiation is straightforward since w appears in T only additively
in the forms klw and k2w2• Substituting the equations in Table 5-3 into
(5.17), we obtain

dT-=0= w-Mdw

implying that the optimal value for w, denoted w*, is

w*=m<!
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Response area 1, now denoted A",., has its western boundary shifted to the
right of the equal-travel-time boundary line by & = 0.0794 mile. ln the
"shifted" region, corresponding to !< w < M, the result states that if
unit 1 were to respond instead of unit 2, the immediate savings gained by
assigning the elosest unit (unit 1) are not sufficiently large to compensate for
the likelihood of another request causing unit 2 to be dispatched on a distant
request (perhaps into unit 1's high-d)mand zone) because of unit 1's unavail-
ability. This means that minimal system-wide traveI time is obtained by
occasionally incurring a traveI time slightly greater than the immediate
minimum possible in order to leave the system in a state that best anticipates
future requests for service. This is a fundamental property of many stochastic
systems: In selecting a decision alternative at any given time, it is often optimal
to select an alterna tive that does not yield the minimum possible immediate
cost (or the maximum possible immediate reward) in order to facilitate the most
favorable future system states and decision alternatives.

The interested student may well wonder what savings in mean traveI
time are obtained in this example by following an optimal boundary-line
policy. The result is

T(A",.) = 0.46166

or only 0.173 percent less than the equal-travel-time boundary line. This
resuIt is consistent with other analysis of spatiaIly distributed probabilistic
systems, which show that mean travei time is rather insensitive to slight
changes in system boundaries. What is surprising about the boundary line
that minimizes mean traveI time is its effect on workload imbalance. With
w= w* =m,

Pt = 0.44189

P2 = 0.48594

yielding a workload imbalance of 0.04405, compared to the earlier value of
0.05236, or a 15.87 percent improvement in this measure. Thus, by designing
the system to minimize one performance measure, we obtain an improve-
ment in another performance measure. This is unusual in operations research,
where one usuaIIy must confront trade-offs requiring degradation in one

, measure of performance to achieve improvement in another. In applications,
Carter, Chaiken, and Ignal!, who original!y analyzed the two-server model,
and later Jarvis, who extended the ideas to N servers, have used the developed
procedures for minimizing mean travei time primarily to achieve reductions
in workload imbalance. So, here we have a rather strange situation in which
algorithms and procedures developed for optimizing one system of perform-
ance measure are used in practice to achieve improvements in another per-
formance measure.



5.3.4 Optimal Partitioning

Carter, Chaiken, and Ignall have generalized the ideas illustrated in the
. foregoing example. They have derived the optimal partitioning of any two-
server region, allowing a general spatial distribution of service requests and
an arbitrary traveI time function. Optimality implies minimizing overall sys-
tem mean traveI time. The optimal partition consists of the set of points within
the region for which the travei times from facility 2 and facility 1 differ by a
constam+ The constant, denoted by s o' is the amount by which facility 1 is
closer (in a traveI time sense) than facility 2 to any point on the boundary.
For example, ifthe constant is 30 seconds, the partitioning "boundary" is the
set of points in the region for which traveI from facility 1 to a point in the
boundary set consumes 30 fewer seconds than traveI from facility 2 to that
poinL Suppose that travei time varies Iinearly with travel distance, as in most
of our examples. Then 50/2 is the travei time amount by which the optimal
boundary is shifted from the equal-travel-time boundary. The factor of2 (or
1) occurs because movement of the boundary 1 second of traveI time closer
to facility 1 causes the boundary to be 1 second farther away from facility 2;
thus, a l-second movement creates a 2-second difference in travei times. ln
the above two-server example, any point on the optimaI boundary line
(located at x = 0.25 + M) is So = 2(i - -No)= & = H :=::::: 0.1587 mile
closer to facility 1 than to facility 2.

Carter, Chaiken, and Ignall prove that the optimal value for So is obtained
from the simple formula

(5.18)

where tf, T\(B), and T2(B) are defined as in the foregoing example [CART
72]. We emphasize that this result is completeIy general: it applies to non-
homogeneous, arbitrarily shaped regions in which traveI time can occur
according to the Euclidean or Manhattan distance metric or traveI can be
more complicated, perhaps involving discontinuities due to barriers and
one-way streets (see Problem 5.3).

5.3.5 Facility Location

Larson and Stevenson, in work concurrent with that of Carter, Chaiken,
and Ignall, used a particular form ofthe two-server model to examine certain
questions of optimal facility location [LARS 72]. In particular, they con-
sidered an n X m rectangular region in which service requests are uniformly

2In certain rare circumstances, this set of points has positive area. Tn such cases, the
optimal partition is not unique, and any partition fully contained on this set is
optimal.

\
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distributed and in which facility 1 is Iocated at (x\,y\). One is free to position
facility 2 at any Iocation (x2, Y2) and to construct optimal response arcas.
This situation might correspond to one in which an existing facility serving
tbe region is overburdened and a second facility is about to be introduced.
The probIem is to Iocate the second facility and to partition the region so that
the resulting mean traveI time is minimized. A similar type of problem in a
network context is reIated to the ','p-median" problem (see Chapter 6).

TraveI time is assumed to be right-angle, with directions oftravel parallel
to the sides of the rectangle. As one varies s o' a first question involves the
change ofthe candidate boundary lines. Applying the Carter-Chaiken-Ignall
result in this case, an optimal boundary consists of points (x, y) satisfying an
equation of the form

where (XI' y\) and (x2, Y2) are the respective facility coordinates. Equation
(5.19) generates the family of boundaries, either type I or type 2, illustrated
in Figure 5.3. For any given (x\,y\) and (Xl' h), it turns out there will be
two values for So which do not yield unique boundaries but rather regions in
which ali points are So eloser to one facility than to another. Any line parti-
tioning B and contained in such a region is an optimal boundary.

yy

I s o nega tive

So = O

So positive

x x
(a) (b)

FIG U A E 6.3 Family of optimal boundary lines for a two-server city with right·angle distances.
(a) type 1 ; (b) type 2.
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The system's mean traveI time, while containing many terms, can be
found aImost by inspection by repeated application of the ideas in Sections
3.4.1 and 3.8, linking pdf's to geometric designs of service regions. For
instance, for a very low utilization system, in which the frequency of inter-
response area dispatches is negligibly small, the optimal boundary is the
equaI-travel-time boundary (i.e., So = O). For this case, suppose that facility
2 is Iocated north to northeast of facility 1:

Xz > XI

Yz > Yl

Yz - YI > Xz - XI

yielding a type 1 boundary (see Figure 5.3). Then, by repeated conditioning
on rectangular and triangular subregions one obtains, for the mean system-
wide traveI time,

- !X~Yz - !X~YI + iyfn + iy~n - ±ylx1n - !Y1Yzn

- ±yznxl + ±nylxz - !xfn + ±nxzyz + ±x1xZn

- !xin + ±nzm - nmx ç + ±nm2 - nmY2 + x~m) (5.20)

For each ofthe other seven possibilities for the relative placement offacilities,
the expressions for T(A,o=o) can be obtained by a straightforward relabeling
of coordinates.

For the case of ti = À/2f1. ::::::::0, implying that SI;""' 0, the optimal posi-
tioning for facility 2, given a position for facility 1, can be obtained using
differential calculus. For cases in which tl > 0, implying that So =1= 0, the
expressions for the partial derivatives of T(AIO) become too difficult to solve,
so a gradient search procedure is used to obtain the optimal values for (x2,

yz)·
To indicate the qualitative properties of the results, we discuss as an

example a region for which n = 1, m = 2. We continuously vary the position
of facility 1 over a cIosed trajectory in the southern half of the region. We
then examine the locus of optimal positions of facility 2 induced by varying
facility 1 over the fixed trajectory.

In Figure 5.4 we see the effect of varying the position of facility I over a
circular trajectory centered at (0.5,0.5) and having radius 0.45. The most
striking feature of Figure 5.4 is that for large changes in the position offacility
1, the change in the position of facility 2 to maintain optimality is relatively
small.

, , \
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FIGURE 6.4 Corresponding facility locations for minimum mean
travei time (circular locus).

On occasion, a continuous trajectory of facility ] locations induces a dis-
continuous trajectory of optimal facility 2 locations, the discontinuities occur-
ring at points where the optimal boundary configuration changes, say, frorn
type I to type 2. The mean travei time is found to be continuous, howcvcr.
This effect is seen clearly in igure 5.5, in which the position of facility 1 is
varied over a square centered at (0.5, 0.5) of dimension 0.9, yielding a dis-
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continuous trajectory of optimal facility 2 locations. We see that, for facility
1 near the top corners of the square, the optimallocation of facility 2 jumps
to a region in which a type 2 (rather than a type I) boundary is required.

Corresponding to the two trajectories for facility I in Figure 5.4 and 5.5,
we have plotted in Figure 5.6 the mean travei time t when facility 2 is opti-
mally located. The figure shows t as a function of e, an angle defined from

(m) 2.0
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FIGURE 5.5 Corresponding Iacilitv loeations for minimum mean
travei time (square loeus).
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Square loeus

Circular loeus
I----------------'(-------------------

) Minimum possible mean travei time
(oeeurs at xI = 0.5, Y1 = 0.5)

o
Angle IJ (deg.)

FIG U R E 5.6 Minimal mean travei time as a funetion of faeility 1 position.

the point (0.5, 0.5) to the position of facility J.3 Fon the circular trajectory, t
varies between t::::::: 0.56 (e :::::::140°) and t :::::::0.59 (e::::::: 65°). For the square
trajectory, the maximum value of t is about 0.65 (e :::::::45°), the minimum
approximately 0.57 (e :::::::0° or 180°). Considering the size of the facility 1
trajectories, t is not very sensitive to the facility 1 position.

We may now be interested in how the optimal trajectory for facility 2
changes as 1'/, a measure of the system's request rate, is increased above zero.
lntuitively, we would expect that as 1'/ increases, the optimal server 2 trajectory
would shift southward in order to be better positioned for responses into the
southern half of the region (since unit 1 may be busy when a service request
arrives from that region).

For 1'/ = 0.2 we notice in Figure 5.7 the same discontinuity observed in
Figure 5.5 in the locus of (x~, yD as (x l' Y I) follows the square trajectory. ln
addition, the optimal location of facility 2 is even less sensitive to the loca-
tion of facility I than we have observed for 17 :::::::0.0; and the locus of optimal
positions has shifted downward.

These last two observations are more pronounced for 1'/ = 1.0 (Figure
5.8). We see that as 1'/ increases, the optimal position of facility 2 becomes Iess
sensitlve to the location of facility 1 and converges from both the type 1 and
type 2 boundary regions to the point (0.5, 1.0). This phenomenon can be
understood intuitively as follows: as 17 increases, the probability Poo that both
service units are simultaneously available goes to zero. For large 17, near1y ali
dispatch assignments are made to the one available unit, the other unit being
busy on a previous assignment. Thus, the spatial distributions of service
requests to which each service unit is assignec\ become uniform over the
entire region. Clear1y, the optimal position for a unit whose service requests
are distributed uniformly over the region is at the center of the region (0.5,
1.0). Hence, for large 1'/, the optimallocation of facility 2 is near the centcr of

3Beeause of the symmetry of facility 1 loeations about x = 0.5, we have graphed t
only for values of IJ up to 180°.
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FIG U RE 5.7 Corresponding facility locations for minimum mean
travei time when " = 0.2.

the region, irrespective of the location of facility 1. lndeed, if we had the
freedom to specify the position of facility 1, its optimal position would also
converge to the midpoint (0.5, 1.0).

Following the method illustrated above, we plot in Figure 5.9 the minimal
mean traveI time t versus the angle () of the position of facility 1. Three
different functions are plotted, corresponding to the three values of 1] (1] =
0.0, 0.2, 1.0). When 1] ::::: 0.0 (i.e., no interresponse area dispatching), the max-
imum t occurs for values of () near 45° and 315°, corresponding to facility 1
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FIGURE 5.8 Corresponding facility locations for minimum mean
travei time when " = 1.0.

near the top corners of the square. As 1] is increased, the effects of traveling
long distan<:es from (x l' Y 1) into response area 2 become apparent, and the
maximum T occurs for values of () near 135° and 225°, corresponding to
f~cility 1 near the bottom corners of the square. We notice that, for 1] = 1.0,
T increases both as we move away from the line x = 0.5, and as we move
away from the line y = 0.95. This is consistent with the notion that for large
1] the optimallocation of each facility is at the point (0.5, 1.0).

Simple models such as this can be used to study the sensitivity of system
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FIGURE 5.9 Minimal mean travei time as a function of 1/ and facility 1 position.
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performance measures to alternative management practices, involving facility
location in this case. Here we have discovered a type of insensitivity that may
be useful in opening additional policy options to a decision maker. In prac-
tice, he or she may be happy to sacrifice a few percentage points in response
time to take into account certain nonquantifiable factors such as neighbor-
hood characteristics, polítical pressures, land availability and cost, and so on.

5.4 HYPERCUBE QUEUEING MODEL

One would have a powerful planning tool if the N = 2 server resuIts of
Section 5.3 could be extended to arbitrary N. Such a tool would be particu-
larly useful if it included the true complexities of a city's geography and dis-
patch policies rather than assumptions of uniformity and the like needed for
an analyticaIly tractable mode!. These are the goals of the hypercube queue-
ing mode!. Implemented on a computer, the "solution" to the model-rather
than being a closed form expression-is the set of numerical values of the
state probabilíties and associated system performance measures (e.g., travei
times, workloads, interarea dispatch frequencies).

The city's geography is modeled by partitioning the city into a set of
geographical atoms or reporting areas, each representing an independent
point source of requests for service. As we will see in Chapter 6, this same
notion of a point source of demands, is called a node or vertex of a transpor-
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tation network. A unit's primary response area consists of those atoms to
which it would be dispatched, if available, even if ali other units were avail-
able. With this approach, primary response areas can assume any geometric
shape; they need not even be comprised of contiguous atoms. Ajixed-position
unir, when available, would be prepositioned in one specific atorn; a mobile
position unit (e.g., a patrolling police car) would be probabilistically located
in one of severa! atoms comprising its patrol area. Patrol areas need not
coincide with primary response areas. Precise statements regarding ali defini-
tions and assumptions are given in Section 5.4.2.

The model user need not concern himself with either the solution of the
system equilibrium equations or even their specification; this is alI done
algorithmicalIy .

The model's name derives frorn the state space describing the availabil-
ities of servers. Just as in the previous section, each server can be in one of
two =«.busy or free. A particular state of the system is given by the entire
listing of servers that are busy and free. For instance, the state 110 corre-
sponds to a three-server system in which unit 1 is free and units 2 and 3 are
busy. The state space for a three-server system is given by the vertices of a
three-dirnensional cube (Figure 5.10). As the number ofservers grows beyond
3, the notion of a cube is carried over into N-dimensional space, called hyper-
space, and thus the name hypercube. Unlike the two-server mode! of Section

State of
sorver 3

I

State of
server 2

FIGU RE 5.10 Hypercube state space for a three-server problem.
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5.3, the hypercube model allows the option of a queue of unserviced requests
to form; if this option is employed, the state space must be augmented by an
"infinite tail."

The mathematics of the hypercube model and its various descendants,
while not particularIy complicated, requires considerable notation and-to
incIude alI the descendants-considerable space. Thus, our purpose here is
not to cover aIl the details of the hypercube model, Our restricted attention
here is focused on four points:

1. To illustrate the use of the model in practical decision-making set-
tings. We do this by providing thumbnail sketches of plausible (and
sometimes actual) application,s of the mode!.

2. To illustrate for one particular version of the hypercube model how
one relates the city's spatial structure to parameters of a queueing
model and how one constructs such a model for numerical solution
by a computer.

3. To demonstrate for that same version of the model why one might
desire a computationaJly faster approximate procedure and to
develop the rudiments of the approximation procedure.

4. To gain proficiency in modeling analyticaIly simple N-server spatialIy
distributed systems (N) 2). This is done primarily with homework
examples that build on concepts of the hypercube model but apply
them in analytically tractable settings.

5.4.1 Some Uses of the Model

The hypercube queueing model represents an important planning tool
that can be used in a variety of applications by planners and administrators
of service agencies operating in the server-to-customer mode. In this section
we briefly describe severa I applications that we feel are likely to be important
in many cities and towns.

Pollce-beat designo Suppose that a city's police department has not
redesigned its beats (sometimes known as "sectors") for many years. Then,
owing to changing population patterns and other factors in the evolution of
the city, the distribution of crimes and other incidents that give rise to calls
for police service are likely to have changed significantly from the time of
last beat designo This could result in an intolerable situation in which some
patrol officers are working considerably longer hours responding to calls
than are others. Compounding the problem, crime preventive patrol is proba-
bly least prevalent in the high-workload areas, since the high call-for-service
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:vorkload in these areas sharply reduces the time available for patrol; yet, it
IS probably these areas that most need such patro\.
. In this case the model can be used to assist the police planner in redesign-
mg bea.ts to correct the current imbalances. The model provides outputs on
travel times, workloads of each police vehicle, preventive patrol frequencies,
and o~her fact~rs that aIlow simultaneous consideration of response-time
reduction, wondoad balancing, preventive patrol strength, and so on. The
model reveals the trade-offs one must confront in attempting to reach accept-
able performance in each of these categories.

In using the model the police planner must specify the beat configuration
that he or she desires. Then the model computes the numerical values for
each of .the perform~nce measures (e.g., travei times, etc.). Undoubtedly,
ea~h police planner will have his or her own set of issues-some quantitatively
one~ted and some not-that will be important in the beat-design processo
For ínstance, the weJl-known police planner O. W. Wilson" focused heavily
on workload balancing in his recommended beat-design procedures. In most
cases, however, regardless of the planner's particular set of issues and their
relative priorities, the model described here should be useful in his or her
t~inking-~rimarily because it computes rapidly and effectively many opera-
tionally oriented performance measures that come into play in the beat-
design processo

Response-area design for ambu/ances or emergency repair vehicles, Suppose
tha~ an agency administrator disperses ambulances or emergency repair
vehicles throughout the city, prepositioning them in a way that best antici-
pates likely calIs for emergency service. Then, the system planner needs
assistance in determining good locations for the units and reasonable areas
~f primary responsibility for each. The model can be used for this purpose,
in much the same way as a police planner would use it to design police beats.
Here, however, the positions of the vehicJes (while not responding to emer-
gencies) are most likely fixed at preselectcd sites, whereas the police cars are
likely to patrol throughout their bt.:'IL,. :,,,.1 lhe time for an ambulance to
service a medical emergency usually incJudes travei time to and from a
hospital (to transport the patient), a time not experienced in the police exam-
pie (except when transporting arrestees to a police stationhouse). So in the
ambulance case it is much more likely that travei times (time to the scene
tirrí~ .fro~ th~ scen~ to the hospital, time from the hospital back to the pre~
?O~ltlonmg ~lte) will play a dominant role in the overall time required per
incident. This effect should be less prevalent in the emergency repair case.
O n the police case, on-scene service time is usuaIly significantly greater than
travei time.)

4Se.e, for example, O. W. Wilson, and R. C. McLaren, Police Administration, McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1977.
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Thus the ambulance or emergency repair system planner can use the
model to explore the consequences of alternative prepositioning sites for his
vehicles and alternative districts of primary responsibility for each. Since
traveI times play such an important role in ambulance services, it is likely that
the emergency medical planner will have to adjust the service time of each
ambulance separately to reflect the different geographical traveI time factors
affecting each one. The emergency repair system planner may or may not
have to do this. If adjustment is necessary, the hypercube model does allow
server-specifíc mean service time calibration (see Section 5.3.1).

The final site selection and district design could include factors of work-
load balance, travei-time reduction, neighborhood integrity, and so on.
Again, analogous to the police-beat example, the exact trade-off among the
various factors must be determined by the user ofthe model, not by the model
itself.

Nonscheduled social service home visits. Consider a social service agency
that "dispatches" personnel to demand-responsive home visits. The personnel
could be social workers, physicians, or practical nurses.

Suppose that personnel at a number of facilities, each containing one or
more "response agents," decide to provi de service cooperatively throughout
the city or part of the city. A person requiring service at home would call a
central number and one ofthe response agents in the cJosest facility would be
dispatched, if at least one is available. If not, an agent from a nearby facil~ty
would be dispatched, if at least one is available. Otherwise, the service
request would enter a queue of other waiting requests.

In this case the hypercube model could be used to examine the conse-
quences of assigning different numbers of response agents to each of the
facilities. It could also be used to explore questions of facility (re)location,
consolidation, and so on.

Note that in this application several servers may be at the same location,
and thus the dispatcher most likely would treat each of them equally, since
they all have identical travei times. However, if one of the available social
service agents is more familiar with a particular family's situation, he or she
may be preferred by the dispatcher. Statistically, preferences based on. such
microscopic matters should "balance out," and the agents at any particular
facility would appear to be "tied" for dispatch preference.

mand-responsive delivery, The hypercube model could also be used to
model certain dernand-responsive delivery systems. The model would apply
in at least two alternative system configurations: centralized or decentralized.

1. Centralized. In a centralized or coordinated systern, an individual
requiring delivery of a particular item (part for an automobile or
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computer, pizza, etc.) would cal! a centralized number. A dispatcher
there would assign a free truck in a facility near the cal ler to deliver
the item, paralleling the social service application above. If no truck
is available, the request would be entered in a queue of waiting
requests.

2. Decentralized, In a noncoordinated system, the individual requir-
ing delivery of the item may first call the closest (or otherwise most
preferred) agency to request the delivery. Then, either that agency
dispatches a truck to the calIer or the caller decides that the delay
would be too great (the agency is "busy") and then calls a second-
most-preferred agency. He or she continues this sequential calling
process until an agency is found that is sufficiently "available" to
provide an acceptable response time. Interestingly, a determined
caller could yield a "systern" performance equivalent to that of the
centralized system.

Each of the agency-specific examples above can be varied over a rather
wide spectrum of management or planning options. The next several sections
il1ustrate some examples from this spectrum.

Assignlng bilingual personnel. Suppose that personnel in a particular
response unit are bilingual, fluent in English and a second language (say
Spanish, Chinese, Portuguese, German, Italian, or some other language
predominant in one or more sections of the city). Then the planner using the
model (for response-area design or any other purpose) would want to be
careful to give first preference to this bilingual unit in responding to requests
for service from each neighborhood having the second language as its prirnary
language. This consideration of matching the service capabilities of the unit
to the needs of the neighborhood would probably outweigh narrow efficiency
considerations such as minimizing traveI times.

The planner using the model can specify that the dispatching process is
such that this specialized unit will be assigned to any service request frorn
these neighborhoods, provided that the unit is available when the request
arrives. If not, then another (Jess preferred) unit would be assigned to the
request.

. The planner may wish to explore various prepositioning sites or patrol
areas for the bilingual unit as well as for other units within the area under
study.

Units oflast resort. Given any one ofthe agency-specific applications above,
we might imagine a situation in which all the regular response units would
be simultaneously busy. Then a service request that alrives during that time
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might be handled by one of several "units of last resort." These units would
not ordinarily be used in the routine assignment of units to service requests;
however, they would be called upon during heavy workload conditions to
avoid the formation of (or reduce the probability of) queues.

In practice, these units of last resort could be sergeants' cars (police),
mobile cardiac care units (emergency medical services), social service super-
visors (for nonscheduled home visits), or other backup personnel (for
dernand-responsive delivery and emergency repair services).

The user of the model can easily replicate this situation by adjusting the
dispatching strategy to assign last preference to the units of Iast resort. In
this way, the model assigns the regular response units to all service requests
in the area as Iong as there are regular units available. However, whenever
they are all simultaneously busy, the model (replicating the actual dispatcher)
will assign the units of last resort to requests for service. Given this added
complication, the user ean still address issues of workload balance, response-
time reduction, prepositioning, and so on. This would include a calculation
of the request-for-service workloads of the "last-resort" units and a calcula-
tion of how frequently they respond into each of the neighborhoods in the
area.

Overlapping police beats. Most police departments, when considering .the
beat-design process, view 'beats as separate nonoverlapping areas where
primary responsibility can be assigned to one patrol unit. However, we
appear to be seeing more and more variations on a new theme~overlapping
beats, where the same neighborhood(s) will be patrolled by two or more
police cars. The model will allow exploration of a wide variety of such over-
lapping beat plans.

Example 1

One large U.S. city has "umbrella cars," each of which is assigned to patrol
two regular (touching) beats. Thus, if beats A and B are side by side, they
will be patrolled by car A (patrolling beat A), car B (patrolling beat B), and
an umbrella car (patrolling both beats A and B). The dispatching strategy for
calls fram beat A is usually to assign car A, if available, and otherwise to try
(in sequence) car B, the umbrella car, and finally, other cars in the command
area.

Example 2

Another large U.S. city divides each command are a into two or more ser-
geant's zones. Each sergeant's zone has assigned one sergeant's car and
severa! regular patro! cars. These patrol cars share patrol responsibility for
the entire zone, and there are no regular beats within the zone.
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Example3

Several smaller communities divide their area into regular beats but assign
two patrol cars to each beato This is perhaps the simplest form of overlapping
beat structure. .

These .a~d other overlapping beat structures can be studied-in terms of
the ~uantltles computed from the model-by the police planner. With over-
lapplllg. beats, it IS especially difficult to predict ahead of time the request-
for-service worklo~ds or preventive patrol levels of each of the units. The
~odel performs this task, in effect aiding the planner in considering the many
different factors that come into play.

S.imilar policies can be studied by any (nonpolice) agency that employs
mobile rather than fixed-position units.

Priorities. While many server-to-customer services place priorities on the
types of calIs th~y receive-either explicitly or implicitly-it is often not
necessary to consider these priori~ies directly in the model for planning pur-
poses .of res~o~s~ area or beat design, positioning, and so on. For those cases
m which pnorrtíes n1U~t ~e .included in the model, the user can adapt the
~odel to reflect a cerram limited ~Iass of priority call-handling and dispatch-
ing procedures. However, cornplicated priority-oriented procedures cannot
~e treat~d by the model-and this is perhaps the model's largest single limita-
tion at ItS carrent state of development.

. As an example of a situation that can be treated by the model, consider a
c,~ty that has ~,ne emergency medical unit specializing in cardiac arrests
(. heart a~tacks ). If a cardiac arrest is reported from anywhere within the
~It~ and if the special unit is available for dispatch, it is assigned to the
I~cld~nt. Otherwise, another (nonspecialty) unit is assigned, To model this
situatíon, the user .essentia~ly splits each reporting area into two reporting
areas-one gen~ratlllg cardiac arrest calls and the other generating alI other
emergency medlc~~ call~. Then the cardiac arrest unit is given first dispatch
preference for ~II cardiac arr~st reporting areas." This way of adapting the
model to a special type of service request and a special type of unit wilI allow
the user to compute separately the travei times to each type of request the
wo~kloads of each of the units for each type of request, the fraction of cardiac
arrest calls handled by the cardiac arrest unit and so on.
. If additional types of specialty units and/or service requests are con-

sldere~, such as paramedic versus EMT-l units.> this procedure of splitting
reporting areas by type of request can be continued into three, four, or more

'An EMT-l pers'.>nis so~~one who has received approximately 81 cIassroom hours of
ernergency medica I traíning ; a paramedic typicaIly receives about 1 000 h f
training, ' ours o
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splits. We call this process "Iayering" of reporting areas. However, our
experience is that the volume of data produced by the model can quickly
overwhelm the user and obscure simple relationships that (s)he could more
readily see if there were fewer priority levels. Thus, there exists an important
trade-off between the fine-grained detail of the system replicated by the model
and the ability of the user to comprehend, interpret, and act intelligently
upon the output of the mode!.

The model cannot be used to study the following types of priority dis-
patching schemes:

1. Selective stacking (queueing) of low-priority requests to await the
attention of the server having those requests in its primary response
area.

2. Preemption (interruption) of a unit on a low-priority service request
to send it to a high-priority request.

3. Priority-oriented schemes for dispatching requests delayed in queue.

If the system planner wishes to analyze these types of operation (which may
be very important in a particular application), he or she should probably use
a simulation model (see Chapter 7).

The foregoing examples have described a variety of applications of the
mode!. There are many others, and these beco me apparent by using the
model, first for the simpler applications and then-as confidence and famil-
iarity with the model build in the model user-in more advanced applications.

5.4.2 Model Assumptions

We state explicitly below the nine key assumptions underlying lhe basic
hypercube queueing model that we will develop in the subsequent section.
Successful generalizations of this basic model have allowed modifications to
assumptions 6, 7, and 9 [LARS 74a, 75b, 78, 80; JARV 74; HALP 77;
CHEL 80].

1. Geographical atoms. The area in which the system provides service
can be broken down into a number NA of "statistical reporting areas"
or "geographical atoms." These might correspond, for instance, to
census blocks, small collections of city blocks, or police reporting
areas. In the model each atom is modeled as a single point, located
near the center of the actual atom.

2. Independent Poisson arrivals. Requests for service ("customers")
are generated as a Poisson process, independently from each of the
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atoms. The Poisson arrival rate À.J frorn atomj (j = I 2 N) .
known or can be estimated. ' , ... , A IS

3. Travei times. Data are available to estimate the mean travei time
TI} frorn each atom i to each atom i (i ;. = I 2 N) I
abs f h d . ., " ... , A· n the

ence o ~uc ata, plausible approximations for traveI times can
~:e I~de uSI~g geometl~al ~ro~ability concepts (perhaps employing

. anhatt~n or Euclideah distance rnetric or an empirical time-
distance relationship).

4. Se~vers. There are N spatially distributed servers, or response
uhnlts, e~ch of ~hich can traveI to any of the geographical atoms in
t e serviced region,

5. Ser~e~ locations. The location of each response unit while not
servlcl~g a cu~tomer, is known (at least statistically). Fo; instance a
patrollmg police car may allocate 50 percent of its patrol time 'in
at~m 12 and 25 percent each in atoms 8 and 11. A fixed position
unit, su~h as an ambulance or delivery truck, would always be
located m on~ ~artic~lar atom (except when providing service). For
non-fixed-~osltlo~ units, the set of atoms in which the unit may be
located while available for assignment is called the unit's I I
In r I·· pa ro area.

po Ice app rcations patrol areas are usually called "beats " "
tors "0" t "J ' sec-, r rou es. n general, patrol areas may overlap.

6. Server assignrncnt. In response to each request for service exact/y
oneí response unit i~ ~ispatched to the scene of the request, ;rovided
~hat a~ least one urut IS available within the service region. Jf no unit
IS avatlable, ~h~ request either enters a queue with other backlogged
req~ests, oroI~ IS lost, or it is serviced by some backup system (e g
police pro d b k .. ,. VI I.ng ac. up to an ambulance service or a neighboring
com~unlty dlspatchmg units into the temporarily saturated com-
munity). Ifth~ r~q~est enters a queue, it is later dispatched according
t~ a queue discipline that does not depend on anticipated service
time or .geographical location of the request; allowable disciplines
are, for mstance, first-come, first-served; Iast-corne flrst-served· and
random. Upon completion of service, a service unit either i; dis-
~athched to a r.equest waiting in queue or it immediately returns to
1tS orne Iocatíon.

7. Fixed-~refcrcncc dispatching. Server assignment takes place
accordmg to a fixed-preference procedure. By this we mean the fol-

'~;';~L~~~1~~~~~~~~~;;E!i:~~~~:~;'fi:;~,~i~~;;~:~~~~:~~~~:ym"~~~;
a single server). c IOno ispatc ed untts can be viewed as
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lowing. Suppose that a request for service arrives from atom 12.
Then there is an ordered list of units, say (3, 1, 7, 5, 6, 4, 2) for a
seven-unit problem, that specifies the dispatcher's preference for
units to assign to atom 12. The possibility of ties in preference is,
for convenience, excluded from our discussion here. The dispatcher
starts with the first entry in the list, unit 3 in this case, and assigns
that unit, if available. Here atom 12 is in unit 3's primary response
area," lf the first preferred unit is not available, then the dispatcher
assigns, if avaiIable, the first backup unit (the second preferred unit),
which is unit1 in this case. The dispatcher continues down the Iist
untiI the first avaiIabIe unit is found (if there is one), and assigns
that unit. This procedure is called a "fíxed-preference" procedure
since the ordered list of preferences does not change with the state
of the system. However, the list of preferences may change by atoms,
as for instance, the list for atom i + 1 may be (5,6,3, 1,7,2,4).
The model can operate with any fixed-preference dispatch policy.
With NA atoms and N response units, there are (N!)NA possible dif-
ferent dispatch policies."

8. Service times. The service time for a request, including travei time,
on-scene time, and possible related follow-up time, has a known
average value. ln general, each response unit may have its own
average service time. Moreover, reflecting the unpredictability of
service times in actual systems, there is considerable variation about
the average value(s). As one measure of the variability, the standard
deviation of the service time is assumed to be approximately equal to
the mean. The mathematical analysis assumes negative exponential
service times, but reasonable deviations from this assumption have
been found not to alter in any practical way the predictive accuracy
of the mode!.

9. Servíce-time dependence on traveI time. Variations in the service
time that are due solely to variations in travel time are assumed to be
second order compared to variations of on-scene and related follow-
up service time. This assumption, which limits the applicability of
the model, is most nearly satisfied by urban police departments,

7 A unit's primary response area consists of that set of geographical atoms to which it
would be assignéd first if it were available. A primary response area may or may not
coincide with a unit's patrol area (for the case of non-fixed-position units). For any
particular unit, there may be no atoms in its primary response area. However, each
atom must be contained in one (and only one) primary response area. Examples of
primary response areas are ambulance zones, police beats, and service areas.

8lf we inc1ude the possibility of ties in dispatch preference (which is exc1uded from our
discussion here), the number of different policies becomes even more enormous.
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emergency repair services, and some home visit social service agen-
cies, and least nearly satisfied by rural emergency services (especially
rural ambulance services). As explained earlier in the chapter, this
assumption does not imply that traveI time is ignored in computing
mean service time; through the process of mean service-time calibra-
tion, 'lhe mean service time f1,;; 1 for server 11 is equal to the sum of
the mean travel time for that server, the mean on-scene time, and
the mean off-scene follow-up time.

ln practice, no actual service system will ever conform exactly to ali the
model's assumptions. ln applying the model, one must weigh the extent to
which the actual system does not fit the rigidities of the model (and the
associated Ioss in predictive accuracy) against alternative methods (with their
own limitations) to choose that method which best suits the decision-making
goals at hand.

Given the foregoing assumptions, the model computes numericaI values
for the following performance rneasures:

1. Region-wide. Mean traveI time, average workload and workIoad
imbaIance, fraction of assignments outside a unit's primary response
area.

2. Response-unit-specific. Workload (measured in fraction of time
busy servicing requests), mean travei time, fraction of responses out-
side the unit's primary response area.

3. Primary-response-area-spccific. Internally generated workload
(which is an input measure), mean travei time, fraction of requests
serviced by other than the primary response unit,

4. Atom-specific. Internally generated workload (which again is an
input measure), mean traveI time, fraction of requests serviced by
each unit 11 (n = 1,2, ... ,N).

ln addition, if the service being modeled is a police patroI force, one can
calculate the frequency of patrol vehicle passings in each of the geographicaI
atoms.

5.4.3 Three-Server Example
(Infinite Une Capacity)

To serve as both an example of the use of the hypercube model and a
vehicle to derive its general mathematical structure, we consider the sim pie
three-server city shown in Figure 5.11. This city is partitioned into 10 geo-
graphical atoms, each acti ng as an inc\ependent Poisson generator of service
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FIGURE 5.11 Map of three-server citv.

requests. For ease of presentation, we wiU assume that the mean service time
of each unit n is the same known constant Ji.-I. (There is, in general, no addi-:
tional complexity in alIowing mean service times to be serve r dependent; see
Problem 5.13.)

Throughout the remainder of this chapter, we assume that the hypercube
model has infinite queue capacity. Some results for the zero-capacity case are
presented in the problems at the end of the chapter.

The rates À) of arrival of requests from each atom j are shown in the
figure (expressed in arrivals per mean service time unit), with Às, for instance,
equaling 0.15 request per mean service time unit. Each unit has a primary
response area, consisting of a set of atoms to which it would always be given
first dispatch preference. For instance, the primary response area for unit 2
consists of atoms 3, 5, and 6. The unit given second dispatch preference for
an atom is selected on the basis of geographical proximity. The complete
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dispatch preference policy, by atom, is shown in Table 5-4. Note, for instance,
that unit 1 is the primary backup unit for ali service requests in both primary
response areas 2 and 3; thus, not only does unit 1 face a heavy workload
~r~m its own primary response area (50 percent of the city's workload), but
it IS also the first backup unit for the rest of the city as well. Note, too, that
primary resj, nse area 1 is itself split with respect to a first backup unit for
unit 1: unit 2 is the first backup unitfor atoms 1 and 2, whereas unit 3 is the
first backup unit for atom 4. In writing and solving the equilibrium equations
for the hypercube model, there is in general no additional complexity
incurr~d by making the dispatch preferences (as displayed in Table 5-4) as
complicated as one desires.

TABlE 5-4 Dispatch preferences for three-server city.

First Second Third
Atom Preference Preference Preference

Number Unit Unit Unit

1 1 2 3
2 1 2 3
3 2 1 3
4 1 3 2
5 2 1 3
6 2 1 3
7 3 1 2
8 3 1 2
9 3 1 2

10 3 1 2

If we are only interested in workload-oriented performance measures it
is not necessary to specify the interatom traveI-time matrix ('rI) nor is it
necessary to specify the probabilistic locations of servers who are free (i.e.,
not serving customers). AIl we need to know to set up the hypercube model
are the dispatch preferences, atom-specific arrival rates, mean service times,
and queueing behavior (infinite capacity here).

In this example we have set ali the mean service times equal to the same
constant. With this restriction, the queueing system in the aggregate (if one is
not ~oncern~d with the identity of busy servers) is simply the M/M/N system,
as discussed m Chapter 4. But the state space in which the identities of servers
are retained is more complicated than the set of nonnegative integers which
is adequate for the M/M/N mode!. Symbolically, if we say that b, = state of
server n (b. = O for "free," or b, = 1 for "busy"), the system state is given
by B = {bN, bN_!, ... , b!}. The collection of ali possible B's is denoted by
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CN, corresponding to the vertices of an N-dimensional hypercube. The
weight of B, denoted w(B), is equal to the number of busy servers in the
state B; thus, w(B) = 1:;;= 1 bn• For instance, the weight of {O, 1, I} is 2, of
{O,0, O}is O.

For the case of equal mean service times, we can use the concept of weight
of a state to relate the hypercube state space to the simpler MjMjN state
space. This equivalence is obtained by colIecting together alI states having
equal weight, say wo; their summed probability of occurrence is equal to the
comparable probability of state Sw. occurring in the Mj M] N model (using
the results of Chapter 4). For instance, the states 001,010, and 100 alI have
weight 1, and their summed probability must equal the probability of state
SI in the M] Mj N modeI. One way of demonstrating this equivalence is shown
in Figure 5.12, in which alI hypercube states having equal weight are grouped
together verticaIly. Figure 5.12 also shows explicitly the infinite tail that
augments the hypercube state space to alIow the possibility of a queue. Since
this infinite tail behaves in just the same manner as the infinite tail of the
MjMjN model, we wilI not explicitly add it to the more geometricaIly
oriented "cubic" state space shown in Figure 5.13. In this figure, the coIlec-
tion ofstates 001,010, and 100can be seen to intersect a plane at a generalized
45° angle to the origin; that is, each side of the cube cut by this plane is cut
at a 45° angle and, measured along the cube's edges, the plane is a distance 1
from the origino

We can generalize this concept to N dimensions, defining

H; = set of states having weight n

:= {B E CN: w(B) = n} n = 0, I, ... , N

Here H; is the set of states intersecting a hyperplane located a distance n
from the origin (distance measured in a "right-angle" way along edges of
the cube), situated at a generalized 45° angle with respect to the origino We
sometimes refer to H; as the nth hyperplane from the origin, recognizing
that, in fact, it is made up of only a finite number of points (states).

Exercise 5.1: Argue that the number of points or states in H; is equaI to

(~).

In extending the model to N dimensions it becomes cumbersome to
denote each state as an N-digit binary number. Thus, we are motivated to
use a state indexing scheme that corresponds in a natural way to the binary-
state representation. The index we choose is simply the decimal integer
numerical value associated with each binary representation. For example,
for the N = 3 unit problem, we have

M
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Binary State Corresponding Indexed State

000
001
010
OU
100
101
110
111

This correspondence is shown in Figure 5.13.
ln general, for an N-unit problem, the indexe.d ~tates run f~on: s, to

B
2
N_\. For a generic state B = {bN, bN-\, ••• , b,}, ItS index value IS simply

v(B) = bN2N-\ -I- bN_\2N-2 -I- ... -I- b,

ln the reverse direction, for each positive integer k there corresponds a
unique B such that V(Bk) = k. For instance, for an N = 9 problem, k =

k . (B) - 492492 corresponds to B492 = {I, 1, 1, 1,0,1,1,0, O} smce v 492 - •

I
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State-to-state transitions. With the hypercube model transitions occur
between states just as they do with other queuing models. The hypercube
model assumes that only one unit is assigned to each service request. Thus,
assuming that it is virtual1y impossible for two requests to arrive simulta-
neously, a transition from state (O, 0, O) to state (0,1, O) would be allowable,
whereas a two-step transition from state (O, 0, O) to state (O, 1, 1) would not
(since it implies that two [ree units' become busy at the same instant). Like-
wise, if we assume that each of the busy units is working independently at
its particular location to complete service on its current service request, it is
virtual1y impossible for two busy units to become free simultaneously. Thus,
a transition from state (1, 0, 1) to state (O, 0, 1) is allowable, whereas a two-
step transition from state (I, 0, 1) to state (O, 0, O) is not.

Summarizing, any one-step transition is allowable; ali multistep transi-
tions are not alIowable. Transitions can be thought of as occurring only
between states in adjacent hyperplanes from the origino One's intuition is
again assisted by visualizing these transitions to occur on the hypercube.
Since a one-step transition causes only one ofthe "O's" or "1's" to change in
the system-state description (meaning that only one unit's state changes), we
can visualize the transition as occurring along an edge of the hypercube. (An
edge is a straight line connecting two adjacent vertices of the hypercube.)
For instance, referring again to Figure 5.13, a transition from state (O, 0, 1)
to state (1,0, 1) occurs along the rightmost edge of the cube.

As an example of combining the concepts of state and transition, consider
our three-unit city, which starts with alI units free. Suppose that the following
events then occur: .

1. A request for service arrives from atom 6.

2. A request for service arrives from atom 1.

3. Unit 2 completes service on its request.

4. A request for service arrives from atom 4.

5. A request for service arrives from atom 3.

RecalIing that atom 6 is within unit 2's primary response area, the request for
service from atom 6 would result in unit 2 becoming busy, yielding a transi-
tion from state (O, 0, O) to statc (O, 1, O). Likewise, the next request for service
would cause unit 1 to become busy, resulting in a transition from state
(O, 1, O) to state (O, 1, 1). Next, when unit 2 becomes free, the system makes
a transition to state (0,0, I). Next, when a request for service arrives from
atom 4, in unit 1's pri mary response area, we note that unit I is already busy
servicing a request. Since the primary backup unit, unit 3, is available, it is
dispatched to the scene, resulting in an interresponse area assignment. The
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system now undergoes a transition from state (0,0, 1) to state (1,0, 1).
FinalIy, when a request arrives from atom 3, unit 2 is dispatched, causing
the system to enter a saturation state (1, 1, 1). (Any additional service requests
arriving while alI servers are busy would be delayed in queue.)

Summarizing the example above, the sequence of states occupied by the
system is as follows:

(0,0, O)

(O, I, O)

(O, I, 1)

(0,0, 1)

(1,0, 1)

(1, I, 1)

Now the value of the cube as an aid in visualizing the behavior of the system
is seen in Figure 5.14, which depicts the states occupied and the state-to-
state transitions as a sequence of connected trips along edges of the cube.

State of unit 3

(I, O, 1)

System ends in
this state

t
(I, I, 1)

0,0,0)

(I, I, O).

System starts
in this state -:J>---------~-~~State of unit 1

(O, O, O) (O, 0,1)

(O, I, O) (O, I, 1)

State of
unit 2

FIGURE 5.14 IlIustrative sequence of transitions.

Transition rates on the hypercube, We are now ready to link the arrival rates
and the service rates to states and transitions on the hypercube. Referring
again to Figure 5.13, suppose that the system is in the "empty state," (O, 0, O).
RecaII that 0.75 request for service arrives per unit time from unit 1's primary
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response area, 0.35 from unit 2's primary response area, and 0.40 from unit
3's. Also recall that time is measured in mean service time units. Then, from
state (O, 0, O), there is a rate of transition to state (0,0, I) equal to 0.75 request
per unit time. Likewise, there is a rate oftransition from state (0,0, O) to state
(O, I, O) equal to 0.35 per hour and to state (I, 0, O) equal to 0.40 per unit
time. Theso state-to-state transition rates can be drawn onto the cube as
shown in Figure 5.15. ln a similar li anner, the transition rate from any state
to any adjacent state having one less unit busy is I per unit time, and these
transition rates are depicted in Figure 5.16.

We have now filled in the transition rates from state (0,0, O) and ali the
rates corresponding to completions of serviee. For eonvenienee, the latter
type of transitions are ealled "downward" transitions, indieating that the
total number of busy units has dropped down by one. Transitions that result
in a unit being dispatched are called "upward" transitions, beeause the total
number of busy units has gone up by one. The careful reader will notiee that
we have not yet speeified most of the upward transitions. This is due to the
faet that upward transition rates depend on the dispatcher's selection
strategy, and this complieates the specification of most of the upward transi-
tion rates.

One further set of upward transition rates is partieular1y easy to speeify.
Sinee ali serviee requests that arrive are servieed immediately (i.e., they ineur
no queue delay) if at least one response unit is available, ali states that are
unit distance from the saturation state (states 011, 101, and II ° in our exam-
pIe) must have an upward transition rate equaling the total system-wide

State of unit 3

0.75

•
• •
0.40

•

......;~-------:---- ..•..- .•. State of unit 1

State of
unit 2

FIGURE 5.15 Transition rates out of state {a. a. a}.
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State of unit 3

~t/IF------\-----=~---_ State of uni t 1

State of
unit 2

FIG URE 5.16 Transition rates corresponding to completions of service.

request rate À. (= 1.5 in this case). Thus, aIl upward transition rates into
state 111 must equal 1.5 in our exampIe.

To compute the values ofthe remaining upward transition rates, consider
for instance the transition rate from state 001 to state 10 I. This rate wiJ! con-
sist of the sum of two rates: the rate of service requests from unit 3's primary
response are a pIus the overflow rate from that part of unit l's primary
response area assigned to unit 3 as the first backup unit. The first rate is
simpIy 0.40 request per unit time. The second is the arrival rate fram atom 4
(0.25 request per unit time), since the first backup unit for atom 4 (in unit l 's
primary response area) is unit 3. (Unit 2 is the first backup unit for the other
atoms in unit l 's primary response area.) Thus, the net upward transition
rate from state 001 to state 101 is (0.40 + 0.25) = 0.65 request per unit time.
In a like manner, the remaining upward transition rates can be found.

The entire state-transition diagram for this example (excluding the infinite
tail) is shown in Figure 5.17.

Steady-state balance equations, Although it is instructive to visualize this
process on a three-dimensional cube (ar a square, for N = 2), no such visual
aids are available for N> 3. Thus, one should be able to write down the
equilibrium equations of balance without resorting to the visual aid. We do
this below, utilizing our knowledge that sums of steady-state probabilities

Sec.5.4

State of
server 3

1

0.40
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1.15

0.65

l--~'~ State of
server 1

FIG URE 6.17 Hypercube state-transition diagram for unsaturated system states: three-
server city (states involving a queue not included).

along given hyperplanes from the origin must equal corresponding state
probabilities from the simple M/M/N mode!.

We define

PIJk = steady-state prabability that the system is in state fi,j, k},
i,j, k = O, 1

p(Sa = steady-state prabability that the equivalent M/M/3 system
is in state SI

P Q = steady-state probability that a queue of positive length exists

From the M/M/3 model (4.44), setting À. = 1.5, f.l = 1, we have

(5.21 a)


